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This talk is just a summary...

This talk only provides for an summary of policies, monitoring tools, etc. For more detailed 
information relevant for site admins, check the twikies or contact the experts:
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HammerCloud: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/IT/HammerCloudTutorialATLASsiteAdmins

atlas-adc-hammercloud-support@cern.ch

For DDM Support: atlas-adc-ddm-support@cern.ch

Switcher: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasComputing/SwitcherBlacklisting

atlas-adc-autoexclusion-support@cern.ch



Topics covered in this talk

1. Queues Blacklisting
1.1. HammerCloud

1.1.1. Production and Analysis Blacklisting
1.1.2. Event Service Blacklisting
1.1.3. How To

1.2. Switcher
1.2.1. Overview of new policies 

1.3. Manual Blacklisting
1.4. Monitoring and Troubleshooting

2. DDM Blacklisting
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Queues Blacklisting: 
HammerCloud



Analysis and Production Blacklisting: reminder of policies

HC automatically excludes from brokerage queues when Functional Tests are failing 
(Blacklist), and re-enable them when the Tests succeed (Whitelist).

A queue is blacklisted if

● the last 3 jobs of one Template
● the last 2 jobs of one Template and the last job from another Template
● the last job from each of 3 Templates

failed during 

● the past 3 hours for Analysis Queues
● the past 4 hours for Production Queues

Runs every 30 minutes. 5



Analysis and Production Blacklisting: reminder of policies (ii)

Exceptions to the previous rules:

● HC only works on Queues in "ONLINE" and "TEST" status. Queues in "OFFLINE", 
"BROKEROFF" or any other status are excluded from testing.

● A queue may also be Blacklisted even though the Functional Tests ran OK. This 
happens when the queue is a "slave" one, and the corresponding "master" queue has 
been Blacklisted.

There is one, and only one, "master" queue for ATLAS Site and type ("analysis" vs  
"production"), set via AGIS parameter is_default=True.
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Event Service Blacklisting: policies

Applies to queues with jobseed "es" or "all".

An Event Service queue is Blacklisted if any of these conditions are true:

● too many jobs failed 
○ current policy is at least 50% of total jobs

● for a minimum number of jobs finished in past 2 hours, not enough events were 
processed
○ current policy is 500 jobs and 100 events

● an "jobseed=all" queue has been blacklisted for Production Functional Test
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Event Service Blacklisting: policies (ii)

Blacklisting an ES queue means

Queues are unconditionally Whitelisted after 6 hours. 

However, if a Queue is Blacklisted 4 times in a row within 24 hours, it is not Whitelisted back 
anymore, and left for the site admins to investigate.

jobseed action

es status = TEST

all jobseed = std
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Event Service Blacklisting: queues recovery

In the past, when the value of jobseed was changed manually in AGIS while the queue was 
Blacklisted, it entered in a "undefined" state, leaving the queue Blacklisted forever.

A mechanism has been implemented to detect these cases and recover the queue back to a 
"known" state.

Undefined status Interpretation Recovery action

case 1
jobseed = all
status = TEST
comment = "HC.ESblacklist.set.test"

attempt to convert a 
ES-only queue into a 
ES+Prod queue

status = ONLINE
jobseed = all
no comment

case 2
jobseed = std
status = TEST
comment = "HC.ESblacklist.set.test"

attempt to convert a 
ES-only queue into 
Production-only queue

status = ONLINE
comment = "HC.Test.Me"
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Event Service Blacklisting: ESBlacklisting due evictions in Opportunistic Queues

Common issue in Opportunistic Resources. 

● Should we suppress Blacklisting on Opportunistic Resources?
○ Still important to blacklist when jobs fail for real...

● Should we have more relaxed policies?

● Maybe custom, queue by queue, parameters?
○ They should be set in AGIS...

● When batch system uses specific signals for eviction, is pilot passing them to PanDA? 
If yes, is PanDA still marking the jobs as failed?

● ???
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HammerCloud How To: enable blacklisting of a PanDA queue

1. is_default=True for max 1 PQ of type=production, and max 1 PQ of type=analysis per 
PanDA site 

The “master queue” responsible which PFT/AFT test results we blacklist master + slave 
PQs of the same PanDA site per PQ type 

2. hc_param in [‘AutoExclusion’, ‘OnlyExclude’]

3. hc_suite in [‘PFT’, ‘AFT’]
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HammerCloud How To (ii): trigger testing/blacklisting on a new PanDA Queue

● Are HC inputs available? ⇒ PQ Associated DDM Storages: Pilot Read (READ LAN) 
    ○ if HC inputs missing, get in touch with DDM Ops 
● Is my new master PQ registered in HC? https://hc-ai-core.cern.ch/testdirs/atlas/agis_pandaresources.json
● Is my new master PQ already getting HC test jobs? http://hammercloud.cern.ch/hc/app/atlas/siteoverview/select 
    ○ if no jobs yet, follow up with HC support 
● set the PQ to ‘TEST’ for a few hours 
https://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/pandaqueuestatus/update/set_probestatus/?html&pandaqueue=CERN-P1-OpenStack
&value=TEST&reason=HC.Test.Me&probe=manual&expiration=2h 
● set PQ to ‘AUTO’ for HC and Switcher to take over 
https://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/pandaqueuestatus/update/set_probestatus/?html&pandaqueue=CERN-P1-OpenStack
&value=AUTO&reason=HC.Test.Me&probe=manual

How fast can I get the first HC jobs? 

1. within less than 1 hr: HC inputs are available & PQ is not OFFLINE/BROKEROFF 
2. within 24 hrs: HC inputs are available, but the PQ is OFFLINE/BROKEROFF 
3. within days to weeks: HC inputs are not available and there is an issue transferring them there
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HammerCloud How To (iii): other actions

For other actions on a PanDA Queue other than Blacklisting, check this talk 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/692124/contributions/2899914/attachments/1611506/2559099/BlacklistingOve
rview_ATLASSiteJamboree20180306_jschovan.pdf

● Add a new Queue
● Trigger Tests on a Queue
● Decommission a Queue
● etc
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Queues Blacklisting: 
Switcher



Switcher3

Switcher excludes Queues from brokering based on scheduled downtimes of underlying CEs 
or SEs.

Documentation can be found in this twiki:

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasComputing/SwitcherBlacklisting

When there is a downtime scheduled for a PanDA queue, the queue is first set to status 
BROKEROFF a few hours before, then to OFFLINE. 
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Switcher3: how many hours before downtime a Queue is Blacklisted?

Production Analysis

downtime length type set 
brokeroff set offline set 

brokeroff set offline

< 4 hrs all - - - -

4 - 48 hrs
CE - 12 8 4

DDM - 12 8 4

> 48 hrs
CE - 12 8 4

DDM - 48 120 72
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Switcher3: new policies for Blacklisting based on CE's downtime

A Queues will be Blacklisted only if 
all associated CEs are disabled at the same time. 

Switcher will disable in AGIS each individual 
CE that is scheduled for downtime: 
new status INACTIVE.

Current policy is to disable a CE
2 hours before its scheduled downtime.

To Blacklist a Queue, 
it takes into account the entire 
period of time the CEs are INACTIVE.
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Switcher3: new policies for Blacklisting based on DDM's downtime

Current algorithm to decide which DDM endpoint to use for Queue's Blacklisting:

● Switcher3 will check information from 2 different views in AGIS:
○ the pandaqueues view (a.k.a. schedconfig) 

http://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/pandaqueue/query/list/?json&preset=schedconf.all
○ the ddmendpoints view 

http://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/ddmendpoint/query/list/?json&preset=dict

● for each panda queue: 
1. check for the first (higher priority) active spacetoken in the "write_lan" activity in the 

"astorages" block. Usually is "write_lan/0" in AGIS
2. search for that spacetoken in the DDMEndpoints view
3. in block "arprotocols", search for the "write_lan" one. If it does not exist, use "write_wan"

4. first endpoint for that protocol (higher priority) will be associated to the panda queue 
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Switcher3: new policies for Blacklisting based on DDM's downtime
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Switcher3: new policies for Blacklisting based on DDM's downtime
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Switcher3: no Queue left behind

It uses now this URL to check the current value of the Switcher probe for each PanDA 
Queue:

        http://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/pandaqueuestatus/query/list/?json

As it includes all PanDA Queues with a value for probe Switcher, whether it was the last 
active probe or not, it won't leave Queues in OFFLINE status forever as it happened 
sometimes in the past.
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Switcher3: new code for new policies

The new policies required two radical changes in the code:

1. more complex time calculations
2. isolate topology entities 

from each other

To address these needs, I wrote Switcher3.
New code(*), not only addresses the new
requests, but will allow to implement more
easily new ones when needed.

Switcher3 went into production on Feb 20th.

(*) a more technical talk during next ADC TCB meeting.
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Queues Blacklisting: 
Manual



Manual Probe How To: Force the status of a PanDA Queue

Use an URL like this:

https://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/pandaqueuestatus/update/set_probestatus/?html&pandaqueue=CERN-P1-OpenStack
&value=TEST&reason=I+am+testing+something+leave+me+alone&probe=manual&expiration=5h

● N.B.: you need to set the expiration parameter! e.g. expiration=5h or expiration=1d or expiration=1w or 
expiration=2018-03-06+11:15:00 (in UTC!) 

    ○ Once the period expires, the given value is excluded from the final status calculation

● pandaqueue … name of the PanDA queue (not PanDA resource) 
● value in [‘TEST’, ‘ONLINE’, ‘OFFLINE’, ‘BROKEROFF’] 
● reason is a way to set comment, e.g. you can put ‘HC.Test.Me’ here, or whatever string you want 
● probe=manual 

In case you make a typo or forget about a parameter, do not worry, AGIS will suggest what to fix 

History log: http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/pandablacklisting/table_view/ 24



Manual Probe How To (ii): re-enable automatic probes (HC, Swicher)

https://atlas-agis-api.cern.ch/request/pandaqueuestatus/update/set_probestatus/?html&pandaqueue=CERN-P1-OpenStack&value=AU
TO&reason=HC.Test.Me&probe=manual 

● expiration is not compulsory parameter to set AUTO mode! 

    ○ i.e. AUTO may never expire, by default 

● pandaqueue name of the PanDA queue (not PanDA resource) 

● value=AUTO 

● reason is a way to set a comment, e.g. you can put ‘HC.Test.Me’ here, or whatever string you want 

    ○ the “comment” is important for any status other than ONLINE! i.e. TEST, AUTO, ... 

● probe=manual 

History log: http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/pandablacklisting/table_view/
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Manual Probe How To (iii): agis-set-queue-status

Alessandra wrote an script that facilitates setting a PanDA Queue status. 
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Queues Blacklisting: 
Monitoring and Troubleshoting



Final Queue Status

AGIS will make a final decision based on the actions from the 3 probes, with this priority 
order:

1. Manual
2. Switcher
3. HammerCloud

To see the values from all probes, enable the corresponding columns in AGIS. The "give me 
url of this page" link makes the URL bookmarkable with the filters activated. 
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Final Queue Status (ii)
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Final Queue Status (iii): examples
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HC probe Switcher probe Manual probe Final status

ONLINE ONLINE OFFLINE OFFLINE

ONLINE OFFLINE AUTO OFFLINE

TEST ONLINE AUTO TEST

TEST OFFLINE ONLINE ONLINE

TEST OFFLINE AUTO OFFLINE



Final Queue Status (iv): history of Blacklisting
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http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/pandablacklisting/table_view/?&show_8=1



Final Queue Status (v)
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The current active probes, 
and their expiration times

http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/pandablacklisting/list/



HammerCloud web monitoring page
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http://hammercloud.cern.ch/hc/app/atlas/

It displays several views of 
aggregated data.

Next slides show a couple of 
examples.



HammerCloud web monitoring page (ii)
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http://hammercloud.cern.ch/hc/app/atlas/siteoverview/

Example 1: sites overview

links to PanDA monitor



HammerCloud web monitoring page (iii)
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http://hammercloud.cern.ch/hc/app/atlas/robot/autoexclusion/

Example 2: global view of 
excluded queues



Deeper troubleshooting: HammerCloud logs in Kibana
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https://monit-timber-hammercloud.cern.ch/kibana/app/kibana#/discover?_g=()



To fix broken queues in AGIS

When a PanDA Queues in AGIS doesn't have the write combination of parameters 
HammerCloud may not be able to behave correctly. 

To validate, and correct when needed, your queues, this table can be extremely handy:

                 https://hc-ai-core.cern.ch/testdirs/atlas/check_agis_config.html
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DDM Blacklisting



DDM Blacklisting

DDM Blacklisting is integrated into AGIS. Aimed to automatically exclude DDMEndpoint from operations 
for various DDM activities (e.g. data read, write, upload, delete, etc.) by setting appropriate DDMEndpoint 
Status values. 

Decision are made based on values from various probes:

● space and quota usage from Rucio (DISKSPACE, QUOTASPACE), 
● downtimes from AGIS, 
● Manual,
● etc.

Supports reach configuration spaces policies: 

● various thresholds per space token, 
● tier_level, 
● phys_group, 
● etc. 40



DDM Blacklisting

Current status can be seen here   http://atlas-agis.cern.ch/agis/ddmblacklisting/list/
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